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I care about your success and feel a great responsibility to you
as my student

Making mistakes is integral to the learning process and
enriches our understanding as we extend content and clear up
misconceptions.
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Activities are under the day I imagine you will work on them and are intended to be completed by the end
of that day (or earlier as they are open now!). However, there is some flexibility built in—the final deadline
is 10am the next academic day. I encourage you to work ahead to finish items early. All “To do” and “Mark
as done” items must be turned into Done items at the passing level. This includes every single item you see
on the PDF calendar below, from marking as done that you read postings and feedback, to viewing readings,
completing quizzes, interactive videos, and handwrites so they are “Done” at a passing level, completing
as “Done” re-engages and debriefs, and all other items too. Items with strict final deadlines of 10am the
next academic day include handwrites and major assignments. All others are those you should attempt for
completion before then, but you’ll have 2nd chances that remain open in some form or another until 3/6 at
10am. Some days are lighter than others and it will help you to progress on upcoming activities in advance.
The ASULearn Calendar feature doesn’t necessarily show all the items so defer to this PDF plus the grey
headers followed by the activities you can scroll through in our main ASULearn page.

begin by Tuesday—final deadline 10am Thur begin by Thursday—final deadline 10am Tues*
1/17–
1/19

read this week’s announcement posting**
read percent, proportion and growth
1005 and percents in finance interactive video
percent practice quiz
add ASULearn profile pic

share your own intro video
read syllabus
re-engage percents

1/24–
1/26

read this week’s announcement posting**
peer review your classmates videos
read saving and investing lump sums
lump sum interactive video

lump sum practice quiz
research real-life rates and turn in

1/31–
2/2

read my posting(s) and assignment feedback**
re-engage lump sums
handwrite intro interactive video
Benjamin Franklin handwrite—strict deadline
must be turned in to the ASULearn assignment

debrief handwrite
read saving and investing periodic payments
periodic payment interactive video
periodic payment & lump practice quiz

2/7–
2/9

read my posting(s) and assignment feedback**
re-engage periodic payments
lottery decisions handwrite—strict deadline
must be turned in to the ASULearn assignment

debrief handwrite
read loans and amortization
loan interactive video
loan, periodic & lump practice quiz

2/14–
2/16

read my posting(s) and assignment feedback**
re-engage loans
car amortization handwrite—strict deadline
must be turned in to the ASULearn assignment

debrief handwrite
glossary
think-share-pair-compare + final project video

2/21–
2/23

read my posting(s) and assignment feedback**
think-share-pair-compare

debrief think-share-pair-compare
work on final project

2/28–
3/2

read my posting(s) and assignment feedback**
turn in final project—strict deadline
must be turned in to the ASULearn assignment

peer review final project—strict deadline
course survey
course evaluations
last call on any open items—strict deadline*
(optional) revise and reflect on one handwrite
to replace it—strict deadline

Mon
3/6

any still open items are due by 10am—strict
deadline

*Last Thursday assignments are due by Monday 3/6 at 10am as the course ends.
**I will post regularly in the Dr. Sarah’s announcement forum and possibly also in the need help forum.
I recommend keeping up with my posts as they go out to you. I will also provide feedback regularly in
assignments themselves, both instant feedback that I programmed in and personalized feedback on your
handwrites.
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interactive video activities, repeatable
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practice with instantaneous feedback from me, repeatable
Instantaneous Feedback opens after you Check a response,
and then you can retake it if you wish. For a box where you
enter the symbols, hover over the box to see the feedback.
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handwrites
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strict deadlines but can revise as you reflect on one to replace
its completion status. Dr. Sarah



think-share-pair-compare forum February 21–23

Think and Share about possible answers on your own and
add a new discussion topic about them
Pair look at others postings
Compare your reply separately to at least two of your
classmates in a meaningful way. Don’t just say, “I
disagree.” Instead, say, “Joel, I think we also need to
consider...” Or, “Joel, I don’t agree because...” as you
compare and contrast your responses and summarize
what you chose and why. You might also pose questions,
answer questions, and extend ideas. Be sure to use their
preferred name!

debrief
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https://mathequalslove.blogspot.com/p/free-classroom-posters.html
https://www.leaderinme.org/blog/the-power-of-a-growth-mindset/
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Effective ASULearn Engagement 50%
lowest 1 dropped
Handwrites and Think-Share-Pair-Compare 30%
can revise one handwrite as you reflect on it to replace it
Final Project 20%
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Learning Goals and Outcomes
Thinking Critically and Creatively

I can explore applications of algebra in everyday life,
investigate real-world data and interpret key features.
I can understand the significance of variables for interest,
lump sum, periodic payment and loan repayment formulas.
I can apply these formulas to compute and interpret
savings, payments, and interest earned or owed on student,
car, house, credit card and payday loans.
I can utilize technology to answer real-world questions and
interpret results.

Communicating Effectively
I can communicate quantitative information using a variety
of representations, including numerical, algebraic, and
tables, in handwritten documents and a final project
presentation.

Quantitative Literacy Learning Goals (see syllabus)
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Interest and Percents
percent “percentum” “out of one hundred”
Babylonians 20% interest: 20 out of 100 = 20

100 = .20

YBC 04698: 17 problems statements on interest rates, prices and profit
https://cdli.ucla.edu/dl/photo/P255010.jpg

Latin “id quod inter est” or “that which is between.”
Write 8.5% as a decimal. Convert 16 to a percent.
80% of our final, pre-retirement income
50-30-20 rule needs & obligations-wants-savings
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Debt-to-Income Ratio and Percents
35% =

monthly debt
monthly income

http://stopthedebttrap.org/takeaction/ndoa/kansas-city-story/

.35 = 35% = 1000
monthly income

.35monthly income = 1000
monthly income = 1000

.35 ≈ 2857.14285714 ≈ 2857.14
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Dr. Sarah’s e-Z check-in (internet allowing)

Monday, Wednesday 8:30–9:10am
Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday 7–7:45pm
drop in—no appointment needed—I want to hear how you
are doing!
private or whole class forum
math department tutoring

use my instant feedback and personalized feedback to help you
keep scrolling down

I care about you and your success!

http://alangregerman.typepad.com/.a/6a00d83516c0ad53ef0168e783575e970c-800wi
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